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Preparing for Stressful and Important
Situations

Worrying about if something is going to go well can impede our performance and make us feel bad.
Worse, under too much stress, we might "choke" at an important moment. The good news is we can do
something about it.
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In the Thrive ad "Patient Info" we see members in stressful and important
situations. Do we remember what medications we are supposed to take?
Are we allergic to anything? Have we been keeping a record of what
vaccinations our children have received? Fortunately for us, KP's award-
winning electronic health record system easily resolves these questions
and alleviates the worry about having incomplete or incorrect information
when we are talking with our care providers.

Unfortunately, there's no electronic "life situations" system to help us deal
with non-health issues and events as they come up.

Being prepared for everyday life
There are many stressful and important events in our personal and
professional lives where we can improve our chances of success with a little preparation. Asking for a promotion,
interviewing for a new job, leading a meeting, having a difficult conversation with someone, or taking a test; these
all can trigger an unwanted stress response. However, there are some things we can do to counter stress so we
can perform at our best. Here are two proven ideas that anyone can practice.

Have a suggestion to share? Join the discussion »

Set your worries free through writing
Cognitive scientist Sian Beilock, PhD, has been leading research on what happens when people "choke" in
stressful situations. "When people are worrying under stress, it's almost like a computer with too many programs
open at once. Sometimes, everything crashes." Beilock's team has researched how to alleviate stress in test-taking
and other situations. "By writing down some of those worries, you're able to off-load some of those programs, so
you free up resources to perform at your best."

Take 10 minutes to write down anything and everything that you are anxious about just before you go into a
stressful situation. It can help break the cycle of negative thinking, clear out your working memory, and let you
get on with dealing with the here and now with all of your brainpower.

Watch How Smart Can We Get? on PBS. See more from NOVA scienceNOW.

Video not playing? Read transcript from video excerpt »

Visualize success
Another technique that athletes and others have used for years is visualization — the practice of imagining in full
detail just what a successful situation would be like. Part of the reason this works so well is that when we imagine
something over and over, it becomes more familiar. Once we are comfortable and familiar with how something is
supposed to happen, both mentally and physically, we are ready for the event to happen as we have imagined it.
Instead of worrying about what might go wrong, and can devote all our performance to actually doing what we set
out to do.

When we don't know what's going to happen, we can spend a lot of worry and mental space on adapting to the
situation. If it's an interaction with other people, we may miss important cues if we're having to pay attention to
unfamiliar surroundings, etc. The more comfortable we can make ourselves before we go into a stressful situation 

Leading a meeting or volunteering to
talk can be both important and
stressful.
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though visualizing the location, the people, and how we might handle what could happen, the better we'll be able to
cope with the stress and have a positive outcome.

What to do:
Relax — make sure you are in a comfortable position and quiet surroundings

Focus on your breathing and slowly breathe in through your nose and out through your mouth. Breathe deeply
a few times to fill your lungs and fully exhale

Start imagining how you want your event to go. Visualize from before you arrive at your event though the time
when you get home. If it's for an interview, maybe you'll also want to visualize getting dressed or doing last
minute grooming before you head out the door. Use all your senses (sound, smell, touch, taste, etc.) to help
immerse yourself in the successful experience.

Once you have visualized a positive performance, visualize yourself
successfully responding to the situation if something unexpected
happens. The more ways you can imagine being successful in every
situation the more likelihood you'll be able to succeed when you get in an
actual stressful situation.

Win Thrive Swag
At the end of December 2012, everyone who posts in the IdeaBook "What
do you do to prepare yourself for stressful or important situations?"
discussion will be automatically entered into a random drawing for a
Kaiser Permanente Emergency Preparedness Auto Kit! So share how you
prepare for stress. You could win some cool Thrive stuff! (Note:
Approximate retail value $23.)

Subscribe to the "Recently in Thrive" email distribution list,
ThriveCommunity-IREG.

Kaiser Permanente Emergency
Preparedness Auto Kit

What do you think?

Send us your comments.
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